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ABSTRACT 

After the Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 and attack on their nuclear power 

plants (NPPs), Innovative Systems Software LLC (ISS), contacted the Energy Safety Group LLC 

(ESG) in Ukraine, and offered their support in the event that any accident management strategies 

might need to be updated in light of the increased risk of station blackout (SBO) conditions. ESG 

had recently published the results of their "Post-Fukushima" safety analysis of the Zaporizhzhya 

NPP Unit 1 using a combination of RELAP5 and MELCOR. ISS, and other collaborators had 

provided similar support for the emergency assessment of the Fukushima Daiichi accident using 

RELAP/SCDAPSIM. This support was initially provided to the International Atomic Energy 

Agency (IAEA) emergency response team during the Fukushima Daiichi accident, and later to the 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), in support of their post-accident decommissioning research 

activities. Other collaborators and co-authors have also performed a wide range of VVER-1000 

safety assessments using RELAP/SCDAPSIM and, more recently, the new best estimate integral 

system thermal-hydraulic code, ASYST. Fortunately, much like the Fukushima Daiichi accident 

assessment support activities where the Comision Nacional de Seguridad Nuclear y Salvaguardias 

(CNSNS), the Mexican Nuclear Regulatory Authority, had provided access to their detailed 
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RELAP/SCDAPSIM Laguna Verde BWR input models, ISS, and their VVER-1000 collaborators, 

have representative RELAP/SCDAPSIM VVER-1000 input models, derived from models 

originally provided by the Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy (INRNE) in Bulgaria.   

In preparation for any analysis that might have been required on an accelerated time frame, it 

was decided to perform a series of baseline calculations that could then be used to provide 

preliminary assessments of the reactor and containment behavior in the event of an SBO with the 

added possibility of externally caused damage to the containment, reactor coolant system (RCS), or 

associated safety systems. This approach is similar to that used in support of the IAEA emergency 

response team as the Fukushima Daiichi accident was in progress. It was also decided that a 

combination of RELAP/SCDAPSIM and ASYST would be used. RELAP/SCDAPSIM/MOD3.4 

would be used for the initial baseline studies since it is the widely used version of 

RELAP/SCDAPSIM and has been used in the analysis in the widest range of historical and ongoing 

experiments as well as our initial Fukushima Daiichi calculations. However, it is limited in its 

ability to consider response of the containment under severe accident conditions. ASYST VER 3.5, 

which has containment modelling options being developed in conjunction with our Japanese 

collaborators, will be able to provide direct comparisons with the original ESG calculations using 

RELAP5 and MELCOR. This paper describes the basic features of RELAP/SCDAPSIM/MOD3.4 

and ASYST VER 3.5, the VVER-1000 input models that are being used, and a brief presentation 

and discussion of some of the key results from these baseline calculations. 

 

Keywords: RELAP/SCDAPSIM/MOD3.4, ASYST VER3.5, Station Figurlackout (SBO), VVER-1000, 

Baseline studies  

1.  INTRODUCTION 

As described briefly in the following section, RELAP/SCDAPSIM [1] has been widely used 

in the design and analysis of a wide range of integral thermal hydraulic and fuel behaviour 

experiments in the United States and Europe [2-15] as well as the Fukushima Daiichi accident [16-

26] over the past 20+ years. A number of VVER-specific bundle experiments, performed in 

Germany in the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) CORA and QUENCH facilities and 

Russian PARAMETER facility have been included in these activities [27-32]. It has also been used 

by several organizations, including those of some of the authors of this paper, to perform VVER-

1000 plant transient analysis [33-34]. ASYST [35-37] is a new integral best estimate code being 

developed by ISS, and its collaborative partners in Europe and Japan. It is fully I/O compatible with 

RELAP/SCDAPSIM but has new options being developed by our Japanese partners for 

containment thermal hydraulic and BDBA (Beyond Design Basis Accident) conditions.  

In addition to the representative full plant models provided to ISS by the Institute for Nuclear 

Research and Nuclear Energy (INRNE) in Bulgaria, and modified by Alexandria University 

(Egypt), ISS developed two additional input models for the baseline calculations. The first was a 

detailed VVER-1000 fuel assembly model similar in design to input models developed for the 

design and analysis of the many integral experiments performed over the past 40 years. This model 

allowed us to perform a wide range of studies where the thermal hydraulic boundary conditions 

could be carefully controlled. These studies then helped us assess possible ways to optimize 

accident management strategies, using any measurements from within the reactor vessel that might 

be available in a SBO (station blackout) environment.  This detailed fuel assembly model was able 

to run long transients lasting for several hours in 1-2 minutes on a powerful desktop computer. As a 

result, several hundred sensitivity calculations were performed in support of this effort. The second 

model is a detailed VVER-1000 core/vessel model that allows us to look at the influence of natural 

circulation within the core and vessel as well as the radial variations in the power within 

representative groups of assemblies within the core. Such a model also provides a way to directly 

control the thermal hydraulic boundary conditions. Although slower than a single assembly model, 
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it still can run long transients in minutes so it can be used for a wide range of parameter studies. 

These models and associated conditions are described in more detail in section 3. The full plant 

models provided by INRNE and Alexandria University are described in References [32]. 

The results and discussion included in this paper in section 4 and 5 are focused on the studies 

performed using the detailed VVER-1000 fuel assembly model. Additional analysis using the full 

core/vessel and plant input models will be presented in different venues and publications as they are 

completed. 

2.  GENERAL FEATURES OF RELAP/SCDAPSIM AND ASYST 

The RELAP/SCDAPSIM/MOD3.x series of the code is primarily used for applications related 

to LWR (Light Water Reactor) and PHWR (Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor) designs [1]. The 

RELAP5 models and correlations are common to all MOD3.x versions but there are notable 

differences in the capabilities of the SCDAPSIM best estimate fuel and severe accident model 

options, represented in Figure 1. The MOD3.4 SCDAPSIM models and correlations are most like 

the original US NRC SCDAP/RELAP5 models and correlations [38]. SCDAPSIM/MOD3.5, 

developed specifically to support the design and analysis of the KIT QUENCH experiments, 

includes new options such as an advanced electrically heated fuel rod simulator and a generalized 

shroud component model. It also includes BWR-specific modelling improvements used to support 

the Fukushima Daiichi decommissioning activities. SCDAPSIM/MOD3.6 [39] includes fuel 

channel modelling options developed specifically for the PHWR designs.  Both MOD3.4 and 

MOD3.5 have been benchmarked against the original US NRC versions of RELAP5 and 

SCDAP/RELAP5 as well as direct comparisons against historic (performed prior to the mid-1990s) 

and ongoing experiments. These results have been published in the open literature over the past 

several years [2-32].  
 

 
 

Figure 1: SCDAPSIM Core/Vessel Modules 

 

ASYST VER 3.5, planned for formal release in the fall of 2022, will be able to use detailed 

best estimate models to describe the behavior of a nuclear power plant including the reactor core, 

vessel, cooling system, containment, and associated auxiliary building(s) from normal operating 

conditions to severe accident conditions such as those that have occurred in Units 1,2, 3, and 4 of 

Fukushima Daiichi. The thermal hydraulic module, ASYST-THA, replaces the original US NRC-

developed RELAP5 code used in RELAP/SCDAPSIM/MOD3.x with new system level 
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hydrodynamic options that include multi-dimensional and multi fluid models being developed 

jointly by ISS and our Japanese collaborators [34-37].  The other collaboratively-developed model 

options important for the late phases of a severe accident include vessel failure with debris/melting 

relocation into the cavity below the vessel, interactions of this material with the cavity concrete and 

other structures, hydrogen combustion/detonation, debris/melt water interactions, and fission 

product transport and deposition as represented in Figure 2. The designation, VER 3.5, indicates it 

includes the SCDAPSIM/MOD3.5 model options noted above.   

 

 
 

Figure 2: ASYST System Thermal Hydraulic, Fission Product Transport and Deposition and 

Containment Modules 

 

Both RELAP/SCDAPSIM and ASYST include the unique Integrated Uncertainty Analysis 

(IUA) [40,41] option which allowed us to quickly run a large number of calculations to assess the 

influence of a wide range of possible thermal hydraulic boundary conditions associated with 

different accident management actions.  In very general terms, it allows RELAP/SCDAPSIM and 

ASYST users to easily propagate the influence of both input and “source code” parameter 

uncertainties (or sensitivity variations) using a Monte Carlo based approach. “Source code” 

parameters are those parameters that cannot be accessed through normal input quantities. For 

example, the influence of the uncertainties in the parabolic rate equations for Zircaloy oxidation are 

assessed by identifying a key word in the IUA setup input and setting up an uncertainty or 

sensitivity distribution. In an advanced version of the IUA (IUA2), default uncertainty distributions 

for material property correlations are built into the code. For the sensitivity studies described in this 

paper, only the thermal hydraulic boundary conditions defined in the input models were varied 

using the IUA input variation option.  In this case, the uncertainties associated with material 

properties or default model options are quite small compared to the influence of the changes in the 

boundary conditions.  

3.  DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUT MODELS USED IN THE ANALYSIS 

Three representative sets of input models are being used for this study as shown in Figures 3-

7. Figure 3 shows the hydrodynamic nodalization for the detailed VVER-1000 fuel assembly input 

model. On the right of the figure is a channel representing a downcomer that is used to inject water 
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into the system. Both channels are initially full of water, with additional water initially injected into 

the top of the downcomer at rate consistent to develop a realistic initial steady temperature 

distribution in the fuel assembly before the start of assembly uncovery. The additional water 

injection into the top of the downcomer is linearly decreased to zero at the beginning of the 

transient to start the heatup of the fuel assembly. The characteristics of the fuel assembly and fuel 

rods are shown in Table 1. The steady state flow conditions for the core are described in Table 2. 

The core steady state flow is divided by the number of assemblies to define the initial water 

injection into the downcomer. The fuel rod, assembly, and steady state core conditions were based 

on the VVER-1000 plant model provided by INRNE. For the analysis included in this paper only 

fuel rods were included in the assembly. For the ongoing calculations using the detailed core/vessel 

and full plant models, both fuel and control rods are included in different representative assemblies 

in each radial zone of the core based on the information provided in Table 2.  

The upper and lower portions of the fuel assembly are included in the input model but the 

decay power is set to zero in both regions. However, axial heat conduction into these regions from 

the heated portion of the fuel assembly is considered. Although not so significant for the upper 

region, the axial conduction into the lower region can result in the heating and boiling of any water 

in the region so the fuel assembly water levels can drop to the bottom of this region. 

Depressurization can also result in steam generation in the lower region, as well as the lower 

plenum volume connecting the downcomer and fuel channel. Any water remaining at the bottom of 

the downcomer can also be vaporized due to the depressurization of the system. Steam can also be 

generated in the lower region of the fuel assembly by the relocation of metallic and ceramic melts 

into this region. This input model does not consider the possible relocation of melts into the lower 

plenum volume so steam generation will drop to zero once the water in the lower portion of the fuel 

assembly is gone.  
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Figure 3: Thermal Hydraulic Nodalization for the Detailed VVER Fuel Assembly Input Model 
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Table 1: Characteristics of the VVER-1000 Fuel Rods and Fuel Assembly (Provided by INRNE) 

 

Figure 4 shows the detailed VVER-1000 core/vessel model hydrodynamic nodalization and 

initial fluid temperature distribution.  The layout of the representative fuel and control rod 

components within each zone is shown in Figure 5. The images shown in these two figures come 

from the interactive Adv3Dgui desktop environment [42, 43]. This environment, which can be 

activated as an option, is used to verify the layout of the hydrodynamic network as well as provide a 

quick way to watch the progression of important thermal hydraulic and SCDAPSIM computed 

parameters.  

The detailed core/vessel input model will give a more comprehensive assessment of the 

influence of the variation in the axial and radial power distribution within the core. These 

distributions are shown in Figure 6 and Table 2.  The five groups of fuel assemblies also use 

different combinations of fuel and control rods. Representative SCDAPSIM fuel and control rod 

components are used to describe the corresponding behavior of these components within each 

group. The steady state core power, flow, and inlet temperatures from Table 2 are used in both the 

detailed core/vessel and full plant input models.  The outlet temperatures are calculated for steady 

state conditions in both input models and so are not specified in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Steady State Thermal Hydraulic Conditions for VVER-1000 Core (Provided by INRNE) 

 

The definition of the appropriate axial and radial power profiles within the core for a 

particular plant are important factors in the appropriate definition of the flow patterns and heat 

transfer within the core and upper region as the core is uncovered. The use of the appropriate 

profiles is also important in the total hydrogen that is produced as well as the temperature and melt 

relocation within the core. That is, the first melting of the fuel will occur in the highest power 

location in the uncovered portion of the core. As a result, it is planned to use to the IUA option, 

together with the detailed core/vessel input model to look at the influence of a suitable variation in 

these profiles on the results. The IUA option can also consider the influence of the variation of 

hydrodynamic loss coefficients and other parameters that might influence the natural circulation 
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flow patterns within the core.  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Layout of the Hydrodynamic Nodalization and Initial Fluid Temperature for the Detailed 

VVER-1000 Core/vessel Input Model 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Layout of the SCDAPSIM Fuel and Control Rod Components in the Core along with 

Computed Parameters of Interest  

 

Figure 7 shows the basic hydrodynamic nodalization of the core, vessel, and loops based on 
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the full plant models provided by INRNE and Alexandria University as described in Reference 

[32].  It is also planned to use the IUA option to look at the influence of a variation of 

hydrodynamic parameters in the RCS on loop natural circulation. 

The definition of the appropriate axial and radial power profiles within the core for a 

particular plant are important factors in the appropriate definition of the flow patterns and heat 

transfer within the core and upper region as the core is uncovered. The use of the appropriate 

profiles is also important in the total hydrogen that is produced as well as the temperature and melt 

relocation within the core. That is, the first melting of the fuel will occur in the highest power 

location in the uncovered portion of the core. As a result, it is planned to use to the IUA option, 

together with the detailed core/vessel input model to look at the influence of a suitable variation in 

these profiles on the results. The IUA option can also consider the influence of the variation of 

hydrodynamic loss coefficients and other parameters that might influence the natural circulation 

flow patterns within the core.  

Figure 7 shows the basic hydrodynamic nodalization of the core, vessel, and loops based on 

the full plant models provided by INRNE and Alexandria University as described in Reference 

[32].  It is also planned to use the IUA option to look at the influence of a variation of 

hydrodynamic parameters in the RCS on loop natural circulation. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Radial Zone and Related Normalized Axial Power Hydrodynamic Nodalization for the 

Detailed VVER-1000 Core/Vessel Input Model 

 

It should be noted that the full plant model does not include sufficiently detailed 

hydrodynamic nodalization in the upper plenum region, or in the hot leg piping of the loops, to 

accurately predict natural circulation within the loops or hot leg piping. The nodalization required 

for such considerations are described in the SCDAP/RELAP5 development assessment reference 

report (and associated references) [44,45]. This nodalization for typical US PWRs, and specific 

parameters such as loss coefficients in the core and upper plenum region, were developed as part of 

a comprehensive US NRC (Nuclear Regulatory Commission) study on the influence of loop and 

natural circulation on unintentional piping failure and depressurization. The importance of such 

plant design specific studies for SBO conditions, are being confirmed in the Fukushima Daiichi 

decommissioning studies. The unintentional depressurization of the primary cooling systems in the 

Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 and 3 did occur sometime during the heatup and melting of the cores. 

However, although this behavior has been extensively studied with a variety of code calculations by 

the Japanese using the integral MAAP and MELCOR codes, the exact cause of the unintentional 

depressurization in these units is not yet known.  It should also be noted that the full core/vessel 

input model also lacks the detailed nodalization in the upper plenum to fully simulate the initial 
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natural circulation in this region that might impact temperature and flows within the vessel during 

early core heatup. However, the planned IUA studies using this input model should give some 

insights into the influence of in-vessel natural circulation on core behavior. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Hydrodynamic Nodalization for Full VVER-1000 Plant Model (Provided by INRNE) 

 

4.  RESULTS - BEHAVIOR OF A REPRESENTATIVE VVER FUEL ASSEMBLY 

AND ASSOCIATED IN-VESSEL INSTRUMENTS UNDER SBO-LIKE 

CONDITIONS  

Figure 8 shows the general behavior of a VVER fuel assembly under SBO conditions.  These 

results are consistent with the behavior observed in comparable severe fuel damage experiment 

performed in the 1990s.   For example, the results shown in the figure are comparable to the high 

pressure, boiloff transients performed in the PBF SFD in-pile experiments [ 46, 47]. These 

experiments used initial heating rates from 0.1 K/s to 1.9 K/s. At a constant assembly power of 200 

kW as shown, the VVER assembly average heating rate was ~0.7 K/s from initial uncovery to fuel 

melting at ~2900 K. Also, like the PBF SFD experiments, the heatup and oxidation of the VVER-

1000 assembly was steam-limited for much of the transient with hydrogen quality (fraction of non-

condensable gas for the gas/steam mixture) at the top of the assembly approaching 1.0 until late in 

the transient when oxidized cladding material relocated into the water at the bottom of the 

assembly. The 16.0 MPa pressure used in the VVER-1000 high pressure analysis was higher than 

that of the 6.9 MPa SFD experiments. However, sensitivity calculations using lower pressures show 

comparable results.  

Figures 9a-9d show the influence of changing the assembly power on the expected behavior 

of the assembly. The power levels were varied from a maximum of 400 kW to a minimum of 50 
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kW.  The higher power level results in an average heating rate of ~1.5 K/s, consistent with the 

higher heating rates used in many of the integral experiments. The lower power level of 50 kW 

gives a heating rate comparable to that of the PBF SFD-ST experiment where the average heating 

rate was 0.1 K/s. Figure 9a shows relation between power and increases in maximum assembly 

temperature  

 

 
 

Figure 8:  Expected Behavior of the VVER-1000 Fuel Assembly during a SBO-Transient 

Comparable to that of Fukushima Daiichi Unit 1 
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Figure 9a: Influence of Assembly Power on Maximum Temperatures and Water Levels 

 

 
 

Figure 9b: Influence of Assembly Power on Hydrogen Generation 
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Figure 9c and 9d: Influence of Assembly Power on Integral Hydrogen Production and Relationship 

Between Maximum Assembly and Exit Fluid Temperatures 

 

and decreases in water level. These calculations also show the influence of the unheated liquid 

volumes below the fuel. Later in the heating of the core, as the water level approaches the bottom of 

the heated zone, the steaming rates approach zero, resulting in sharp drops in oxidation and 

hydrogen production, Figure 9b. Both Figures 9a and 9b then show the influence of molten material 

dropping into this lower volume late in the heatup, generating sharp increases in steam and 

hydrogen rates. 

Figures 9c-9d shows the influence of assembly power, and associated steam starvation and 

melt relocation into the water at bottom of the assembly, on integral hydrogen production and 

correlation between maximum assembly temperatures and exit fluid temperatures.  The abrupt 

changes in the slope of the curves in both figures are associated with the drop of the water level to 

the bottom of fuel and then drop in water level within the volume at the bottom of the assembly. 

Figures 10a-d show the influence of the axial power profile.  The assembly power is 200 kW. 

The pressure is 16 MPa.  Figure 10a shows the maximum assembly temperatures and water level. 

The results show clearly the strong impact of the axial power profile on the temperatures and water 

level.  For example, the flat power profile causes a slower increase in the maximum assembly 

temperatures, resulting in a slight delay in reaching initial fuel melting. The cosine profiles result in 

a faster increase in maximum temperature and larger peak hydrogen generation (Figure 10b) for 

peak temperatures of ~ 1800 K and 2500 K. The peak at 2500 K results from the relocation of 

molten cladding into the water at the bottom of the assembly. As shown in Figure 10c-10d, the 

response of the outlet fluid temperature, and its relationship with maximum assembly temperature is 

also strongly influenced by the axial power profile.  

However, none of these figures show the notable axial variation in assembly temperatures, 

oxidation rates, and melting of the cladding and fuel. In the case of the flat profile, depending on 

the water level when the peak temperatures exceed 2000 K, the peak oxidation rates and the melting 

and relocation of the cladding will start at the top and move downwards in the assembly, essentially 

following the reduction of the water level.  If the water has reached the bottom of the fuel, then 

steam starvation will force the oxidization to move downward since much of the steam in this 

region has been consumed and replaced by hydrogen. This effect can be seen most clearly in Figure 

10b where the hydrogen production is increasingly limited before the peak bundle temperature 

reach 2000 K. The location of the initial melting of the fuel will also be strongly impacted by the 

axial power profile with initial fuel melting occurring at, or slightly above, the location of the peak 

power within the assembly, depending on the location of the top of the water in the assembly. If the 
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power profile is flat, the initial melting of the fuel will be near the top of the fuel. If the power 

profile is cosine, the initial melting of the fuel will be more strongly impacted by location of the 

peak power relative to the water level. For example, using the Zone 1 axial power profile shown in 

Figure 6, if the water level is below 0.7 m, fuel melt will occur low in the assembly closer to the 

water. That is due to the fact that the total of the decay power and oxidation heat generation will be 

maximum at that point.  

The results of a calculation with the gradual depressurization of the system are shown in 

Figures 11a-11c. Such a gradual depressurization might occur due to the creep rupture of small 

pipes in the RCS or failure of relief valves subjected to hot steam and hydrogen in the later stages 

of the heatup. For these calculations, the assembly power is 200 kW with a flat axial power profile. 

The inlet mass flow and pressure boundary conditions for the base high-pressure case and gradual 

depressurization scenario are shown in inserts in Figures 11a and 11b. The depressurization of the 

system results in an earlier start of core uncovery and drop of the water level to the bottom of 

unheated lower part of assembly.  By contrast, at higher pressure the water level just drops to the 

bottom of the fuel and heated portion of the fuel assembly. As noted in previous figures, the water 

level remains at that point until molten material drops into the water below the fuel. As shown in 

Figure 11a, the assembly temperatures initially drop because of the additional cooling associated 

with the flashing of the water but then reach fuel melting more quickly because of the loss of water 

in the assembly associated with depressurization. As shown in Figure 11b, the hydrogen generation 

is noticeably larger during the gradual depressurization associated with the increased steam 

generation in the lower portions of the assembly. Both cases show sharp jumps in hydrogen 

generation rates when melt starts relocating into the water at the bottom of the assembly. However, 

this increase ends more abruptly in the depressurization case, caused in part because this input 

model does not allow for the possibility that molten material may relocate into water below the 

bottom of the assembly. Since there is more water present at the bottom of the assembly in the high-

pressure case, the hydrogen production continues until that water is gone.  Figure 11c shows the 

relationship between the maximum assembly and outlet fluid temperatures for both cases. The 

reduction in both assembly and outlet fluid temperatures at the beginning of the depressurization 

can be seen in this figure.  
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Figure 10a: Influence of Axial Power Profile on Maximum Temperatures and Water Levels 

 

 
 

Figure 10b: Influence of Axial Power Profile on Hydrogen Generation 
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Figure 10c: Influence of Axial Power Profile on Exit Fluid Temperatures 

 

 
 

Figure 10d: Influence of Axial Power Profile on the Relationship Between Maximum Assembly 

and Exit Fluid Temperatures 
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Figure 11a: Influence of a Gradual Depressurization on Maximum Temperatures and Water Levels 

 

 
 

Figure 11b: Influence of a Gradual Depressurization on Hydrogen Generation 
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Figure 11c: Influence of a Gradual Depressurization on the Relationship Between Maximum 

Assembly and Exit Fluid Temperatures 

 

Figures 12a-12d show the influence of combination of rapid depressurization associated with 

the injection of water into the downcomer. This scenario is associated with the possible activation 

of accumulators during the depressurization. The assembly power is 200 kW with a flat axial power 

profile. All the transients start with an initial injection of water into the downcomer starting at 10 

kg/s and then linearly reducing to zero by ~0.5 hours to establish a reasonable temperature within 

assembly before the water level starts reducing. Then, as shown in the inset figure in Figures 12a-

12c for the inlet mass flow and system pressure, the sensitivity calculations assume that the 

depressurization occurs at three different points of the heatup. The additional water injection into 

the downcomer occurs approximately in the middle of the depressurization, linearly increasing from 

zero to a maximum, and then linearly decreasing to zero again. As seen in this inset, the peak mass 

flow into the bottom of the assembly increases quickly at first, then reduces asymptotically, and 

then drops to zero due the combined effect of pressure and water injection changes.   The second 

peak in inlet mass flow is associated with molten material relocating into the water at the bottom of 

the bundle, resulting in sharp increases in steam generation within this region.  

Figure 12a shows the influence of concurrent depressurization and water injection on 

maximum assembly temperatures and water levels. It should be noted that the start of the 

depressurization starts before the start of water injection. This is most noticeable in the case of the 

"pre-heatup" depressurization and water injection, where the water level starts dropping, then 

increases as the short injection of water occurs, and then drops again as the water injection is 

terminated. The comparison of this transient with the "depressurization only" transient shown in 

Figure 11a shows that the injection of water early in the heatup of the assembly has very little 

impact on the heatup and time to reach fuel melting.  By contrast, combined depressurization and 

water injection later in the heatup, when peak temperatures have exceeded 2000 K, show a much 

different response. This response is comparable to that observed in a number of integral 

experiments with water addition during heatup, particularly most notably, in the many bundle 

heating and QUENCH experiments run in the KIT QUENCH facility. They very clearly show that 
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temperatures and hydrogen production will increase when water is injected into a hot assembly 

when peak temperature are above 1500 K. This effect is even more pronounced when peak 

temperature is near, or above, 2000 K where the unoxidized cladding material will be molten. Like 

the QUENCH and other similar experiments, the temperatures will then decrease as the water level 

moves up within the assembly. However, as occurred during the "B-Pump" transient in TMI-2, 

when "B-reactor coolant pump" was restarted and then shut down, when water injection is 

terminated the assembly will start reheating. This effect can also be seen in Figure 12b, hydrogen 

generation, for the "Midheatup" and "Lateheatup" transients where there is an initial peak of 

hydrogen production terminated primarily because of steam starvation, and then another peak that is 

determined by the steam generated in the bottom of the assembly when water is injected into the 

downcomer or when melt drops into the water at the bottom of the assembly. 

Figures 12c-12d shows the outlet fluid temperatures and associated relationship with 

maximum assembly temperatures. Three different transitions can be noted in the outlet fluid 

temperatures. First, the outlet temperatures in the "Preheatup" transient initially follow the 

maximum assembly temperature trends then abruptly remain at low temperatures when the water 

level drops to zero and steam generation stops. The second transition, that has also been shown in 

other results in this section, is the change in relationship between the maximum assembly and outlet 

fluid temperatures when the  

 

 
 

Figure 12a: Influence of a Combined Depressurization and Water Injection on Maximum 

Temperatures and Water Levels 
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Figure 12b: Influence of a Combined Depressurization and Water Injection on Hydrogen 

Generation  

 

water level drops to the bottom of the fuel. This can be seen in results from the "Midheatup", 

"Lateheatup" and "Base" calculations in these two figures. The third transition is when molten 

material relocates into the water or water is injected, resulting in rapid increases in flow of 

hydrogen/steam within the assembly. Although it is unlikely that measurements of the outlet fluid 

temperatures will survive to temperatures above 2000 K, the rapid increase in outlet fluid 

temperatures would be good indication of increases in steam and/or hydrogen generation associated 

with water addition or melt relocation to the water lower in, or below the bottom of, the assembly. 

Figures 13 and 14 shows the sensitivity of the computed maximum assembly temperatures, 

water levels, and hydrogen generation to a variation in the timing in the depressurization and water 

injection during the "Preheatup" and "Midheatup" scenarios. This sensitivity study also included a 

variation in the magnitude of the water injection ranging from minimal water injection, comparable 

to the "depressurization only" results, to a level up to 10 kg/s. The 10 kg/s was used in the 

beginning of most 200 Kw scenarios to establish the initial steady state assembly temperature at the 

beginning of the transient calculations. These sensitivity studies used our integrated uncertainty 

analysis (IUA) option to automate the studies using a base input model and variation in the thermal 

hydraulic conditions using the IUA setup option to build all of the files necessary to perform the 

sensitivity studies. For convenience, these results are shown with a time scale of seconds rather than 

hours since there was a total of nearly 120 sensitivity runs performed. Figure 13 shows the results 

for the "Preheatup" sensitivity studies. Figure 14 shows the "Midheatup" results.  

As shown in Figure 13, the "Preheatup" results were not very sensitive to the variation in the 

depressurization and water injection since these variations occurred when the assembly was still 

relatively cold. The timing to reach fuel melting was shifted for a period of time comparable to 

variation in the time to start the depressurization (approximately 800 s or 12-13 minutes). The same  
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Figure 12c: Influence of a Combined Depressurization and Water Injection on Outlet Fluid 

Temperatures  

 

is true with the hydrogen production. The hydrogen generation results also show the large increase 

in hydrogen generation associated with melt relocation into the water at the bottom of the assembly. 

The results for the "Midheatup" scenario are much more interesting since bifurcation between the 

cooling or melting of the fuel with water injection is clearly shown when maximum temperatures 

were between 1500-1600 K. This result is what one would expect on the observations from the 

many bundle heating and melting experiments performed in the KIT QUENCH facility. As also 

shown in the base "Midheatup" calculations shown in Figures 12a-12d, once the water injection was 

terminated, the assembly started to reheat eventually reaching fuel melting in about 1 hour. 

5.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Although our assessment of the likely behavior of a typical VVER-1000 during a SBO-like scenario 

is not yet complete, there are still several important conclusions that can be drawn at this stage of 

the analysis. 

1. The calculated behavior shown in this paper is based on a very strong experimental data 

base and model development/assessment program going back nearly 4 decades. 

RELAP/SCDAPSIM and its predecessor, SCDAP/RELAP5, have been used for the design 

and analysis of nearly all of the integral experiments run during that time period with an 

extensive set of publicly available reports and papers describing the ability of the code to 

describe the behavior observed in these experiments. As previously noted in the paper, nearly 

all of the integral in-pile bundle experiments performed in 1980s and early 1990s have 
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covered the full range of conditions presented in section 4 from initial heatup to the 

melting/liquefaction of   

 
 

Figure 12d: Influence of a Combined Depressurization and Water Injection on the Relationship 

Between Maximum Assembly and Outlet Fluid Temperatures  

 

 
 

Figure 13: Automated Sensitivity Studies using the Integrated Uncertainty Analysis Option - 

"PreHeatup" Combined Depressurization and Water Injection 
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Figure 14: Automated Sensitivity Studies using the Integrated Uncertainty Analysis Option - 

"MidHeatup" Combined Depressurization and Water Injection 

 

the fuel (i.e. [U-Zr]-O2) including boildown and addition of water. The PBF SFD experiments 

performed in Idaho in the 1980s covered high pressure scenarios with the LOFT-FP2 

experiment, also performed in Idaho during the same period, covering a LOCA scenario with 

depressurization and reflood at high temperatures. This experiment also is the only experiment 

clearly showing the difference between metallic (U-Zr-O) and ceramic [U-Zr]-O2) 

melt/liquefaction and relocation. The French in-pile PHEBUS experiments covered the low 

pressure scenarios including [U-Zr]-O2 relocation. The electrically heated experiments 

previously mentioned in this paper also covered the early stages of heatup of representative 

PWR, BWR, and VVER assemblies to temperatures as high as 2000-2400 K. One of the 

important conclusions from these, and other VVER-specific, electrically heated experiments 

is that the overall behavior of these three assembly designs was very much the same.   

2. It is most likely that the development and application of plant-specific assembly and full 

core/vessel input models (core power distributions, relief valve setpoints, accumulator set 

points and capacities) for a range of depressurization cases similar to those presented in 

section 4 will be the most promising and time efficient way to develop an optimized 

plant-specific accident management strategy.  As noted in the discussions in sections 3 and 

4, the research on natural circulation and observed behavior of (Fukushima Daiichi units) FD 

1 and FD 3 indicate that is very likely that the system will depressurize prior to significant 

fuel melting and relocation. 

3. The use of measurements that might be available during SBO-like scenarios can 

significantly improve the accuracy of any accident management strategies that might be 

used to limit the consequences of such events. Although the results and discussion in 

sections 3 and 4 note that there are limitations in the use of exit fluid or water level 

measurements, the use of plant-specific thermal hydraulic parameters (core power...) can 

significantly reduce the uncertainties in the use of such measurements. (It should be noted that 

while the results from FD 1,2,3 water level measurements were in error during the later stages 

of the accident, these measurements appeared to be realistic in the early stages. As a result, 

the development of plant- and scenario-specific relationships between exit fluid and water 
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level measurements might be useful for cross-reference. Other possible measurements that 

have been useful in experiments and TMI-2 for the tracking of the melting and relocation of 

molten material include the failure of in-core instruments, RCS/containment pressure, and 

increases in activity in the containment). It was also noted previously, that exit fluid 

temperatures can provide relative clear indications of specific events that occur during 

uncovery, heatup, and melting of the fuel assemblies.  

a. Initial uncovery of the top of the fuel assembly (or more representative location of the 

instruments). 

b. Initial heatup of the fuel assembly with the possible development and use of plant- and 

general scenario-specific relationships between maximum assembly and exit fluid 

measurement temperatures to estimate the maximum assembly temperatures. 

c. Water levels approaching the bottom of the assembly and the likelihood of steam starved 

conditions within the assembly.  

d. Relocation of molten metallics (and, more likely based on the evidence from TMI-2, 

relocation of the fuel into the lower plenum). 

e. Injection of water into the core either by accumulator activation at plant-specific setpoints 

(or un-intentional injection of water due to the relocation of molten material into the water 

as noted in item d).  

4. The determination of conservative estimates to predict future events in an accident can 

also be improved by plant- and scenario-specific analysis. Examples include the time (a) to 

reach fuel melting and relocation relative to initial loss or degradation of systems that can cool 

the water in the vessel and (b) and likely amounts, of hydrogen produced that may enter the 

containment.  
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